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Satire News

Michael Quinn,
Correspondent Who Can’t Wake Up

Fuck it. 
 
Are you like me? Have you forgotten 

the difference between ironic misery and 
true ennui that weighs on your psyche, 
slowing draining your passions out of 
you like a hole in a fuel tank? A crack in 
an engine block? You can’t patch yourself 
up with duct tape now, and it’s only a mat-
ter of time before you collapse on the side 
of the road in a whining clatter of twist-
ed metal. What the devil do you even live 
for anymore? May as well do some donuts 
in the parking lot while you still have the 
time. God, what is this metaphor even? 
Memes is what. Those pieces of absurdist 
art you scroll through on reddit at 3 a.m. 

when you know you should be sleeping 
but can’t convince yourself you have any-
thing worth waking up early for. But can 
they liberate us?

So yeah, memes are a thing I guess, and 
have been for a while. And I know Richard 
Dawkins’ schtick about “meme” being an 
idea that survives itself by living in minds 
and cultures. I know that language is a 
“meme” and that cars are “memes” and 
the whole intellectual fuckery about that. 
But you know what I’m talking about. I 
mean *dank* memes. Pictures of sad frogs 
and shit with like sad lyrics from embar-
rassing songs as captions. Dank memes 
are like porn: you know them when you 
see them. I’m talking about those.

Dank memes are culture remixes, and 
these days we get hyper culture beamed 
into our eyeballs like heroin. Or some kind 
of heroin laser beam. The internet is a her-
oin laser beam, and the heroin is made out 
of the last three decades of artistic and 
media endeavors. 90% of everything that 
has ever been produced is a giant moun-
tain of garbage. But in this era, we hold 
onto the garbage in our YouTube history. 

We swim in the cultural vestiges of the 
past and present. We played with weird 
shit like Bionicles as kids. WTF even are 
Bionicles? The cultural ideation of mad 
genius, created out of remixed and re-
fined myths from a hundred sources, put 
through a lens of elemental techno-futur-
ism aesthetics, and packaged by a multi-

national plastic brick company. And these 
weird little pseudo action figures were 
among hundreds of similarly complex 
things you didn’t even think twice about 
the meta-symbolic source of. But your 
brain did! And it didn’t know what the hell 
to make of it, or anything else you grew up 
steeped in.

You were born in a stew of media clus-
terfuck the likes of which the world has 
never known, and you have reacted in the 
only way you can. Sink or swim. Embrace 
the madness or be drowned in it! The ab-
surdists of the past merely adopted entire 
scripts of the Bee Movie. You were born in 
it. God, what am I saying.

The point is, now everything will be 
weird, ironic, and self-referential forever, 
and there is nothing we can do about it. So 
it’s time to power forward into the future 
with shitposts in your heart and MS Paint 
in your toolbar. The world is yours. The 
world is real. The world is memes, and the 
founder is you. The weird shall inherit the 
earth!

Is this even a serious rallying cry for 
cultural re-engineering, or just ironic 
ranting? I don’t even know anymore, and 
that’s the calling card of our philosophy.

~ A E S T H E T I C ~

Sandwiches: Free

Deomcracy: $3

Memes, The Absurdist Revolution, and You

Content-free since ‘93!
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Daniel Bork,
Startup Shut-Downer

Tech stocks were roiled Monday when 
the Canadian Securities and Exchange 
Commission reported that the up-and-
coming computer science subfield of 
“deep learning” was, in fact, a type of 
massively parallel financial fraud known 
as a pyramid scheme. Ringleader Geof-
frey Hinton of the University of Toronto 
seemed to confess his involvement in an 
interview with federal prosecutors last 
month, the transcript of which was made 
public at his Monday court hearing.

 “It’s all a great big lie,” said 
Hinton when pressed to explain incon-
sistent results claimed by the alleged 
breakthrough. “It was just a few MAT-
LAB scripts and a lot of compiler tricks. 
I’m finished.” Hinton went on to detail 
the byzantine financial shell game that 
he and his accountants used to mislead 
backers and regulatory agencies, in 
which so-called “hidden layers” of inves-

tors recruiting ever-growing numbers of 
new contributors into the scheme. “Sor-
ry to burst your bubble, but that’s how 
it is in Silicon Valley,” claimed Hinton. 
“Everyone thinks that somewhere in the 
chain of startups, corporations, and an-
gel investors is a real technology that ac-
tually does something, but nope. It’s just 
suckers all the way down.”

 According to the investigation’s 
report, many promising “deep learning” 
applications that have received popular 
press, such as Google’s “DeepMind” soft-
ware, may actually be little more than 
flashy demonstrations designed to at-
tract investors while papering over the 
lack of any real technical achievement. 
“Yeah, it can make pretty pictures,” Hin-
ton confessed, “and maybe beat a few 
people at board games, but that’s about 
it. It’s just a buzzword. It doesn’t solve 
any real problems for anyone.”

 “You can’t just tack the word 
‘deep’ onto any phrase and expect that to 
somehow make it more profound,” added 

Hinton, “and, obviously, machines can’t 
learn. Come on, people.”

 Reactions across the tech world 
were mixed, ranging from horrified 
apocalyptic pronouncements to more se-
date, reassuring apocalyptic pronounce-
ments. PayPal cofounder Peter Thiel, for 
instance, comforted an audience of trou-
bled graduate students at Berkeley’s Ma-
chine Intelligence Research Institute by 
stating that, while “the glorious dawning 
age of the Singularity may dawn a bit 
later than expected,” he nevertheless ex-
pected that “the generous contributions 
of our friends at the Trump Administra-
tion will keep every one of your projects 
funded bigly (sic) for decades to come”. 
The White House did not respond to re-
quests for comment.
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“Deep Learning” Revealed to be Elaborate 
Pyramid Scheme

readme to make waffle booth

Rin Fair
Editor-in-Chef

Loyal fans, readme has a special an-
nouncement. For the first time since its 
founding in 1895, readme will be building 
a booth for Carnival 2017. We hope to see 
you all on Midway supporting our hard-
working bears.

As everyone knows, the 2017 Carnival 
theme is IHOP, so readme has decided to 
build a waffle booth. Well known for its 
waffle-making endeavors, readme was 
ecstatic to discover that Spring Carnival 
Committee has finally chosen a theme 
that will not leave readme desserted with 
insufficient dough to spend on a booth.

Readme’s booth will be made entirely 
of waffles, held together with toothpicks 

and syrup. The game, you ask? Avoid be-
ing eaten by the bears who have been 
lured out of the woods by the overwhelm-
ing odor of syrup. Bonus points if you 
come out of the booth unscathed by the 
waterfalls of Log Cabin.

While SCC usually insists on actual 
things like “plywood” or “leveling” or “not 
having the roof drip syrup on people’s 
heads,” readme is pretty sure that a word 
with its mascots will convince the Com-
mittees that waffles have sufficient struc-
tural integrity.

Readme has been waffling for years 
about whether it wants to build a booth, 
but given this year’s theme (some peas-
ant acted all holey-er than thou and tried 
to tell readme the theme wasn’t actually 
IHOP, but readme quickly ironed out the 
truth), it was too good. Readme has been 
buttering up SCC for years, just waiting 
for the right opportunity to make is glori-
ous booth debut.

We hope you keep us out of a sticky sit-
uation by helping out!

Who could say no to that face?
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Mark Saporta,
Meatbread Enthusiast

Your political correspondent has decid-
ed that we as a nation have heard more 
than enough about the forthcoming pres-
idential election, and has therefore opted 
to write an article about something else.

Instead of adding to the crush of sto-
ries, thinkpieces, and polling analyses, 
some of them written by him, about this 
horrendous failure of democracy, he is 
writing about a subject of personal inter-
est: how to make a good sandwich.

The first thing to consider when mak-
ing a sandwich is the bread. Many peo-
ple content themselves with bagged, 
pre-sliced white bread, never knowing 
the true joy that comes from bread that 
doesn’t suck. If you can, go to a bakery, or 
at least the bakery counter at your local 
supermarket, and get a loaf of something 
that appeals to you.

You may have noticed that the last two 
sentences were mostly about making 
sandwiches, and not very much about the 
2016 presidential election between Hil-
lary Clinton and Donald Trump. This will 
continue to be the case for the remainder 
of the article.

Once you’ve chosen your bread (your 
correspondent recommends sourdough), 
the next step is to figure out what meat to 
put on it. Obviously, this owes a lot to per-
sonal discretion, but the current FiveThir-
tyEight Sandwich Forecast shows that 
there is over an 80% chance that using 
roast beef is a good idea and only about 
a 20% chance that ham would work bet-
ter. It should be noted, however, that the 
trend line in most national polls has been 

slightly favorable towards ham since the 
third debate, and the fact that roast beef 
is reportedly once more under investiga-
tion by the FBI probably won’t help its poll 
numbers.

Of course, there are also vegetarian 
options if you’re opposed to eating meat, 
but all of them are currently languishing 
at five percent or less in the polls. Inter-
estingly, there is a non-negligible chance 
that portobello mushrooms win the state 
of Utah, which would be the first time a 
vegetarian option has won a state since 
George Wallace in 1968. 

Now that you’ve chosen your bread and 
meat, there are two further things to con-
sider: toppings and spread. Toppings run 
statewide every six years; here in Penn-
sylvania, provolone cheese is running a 
couple points ahead of the Republican in-
cumbent, Swiss. In contrast, spread runs 
district-wide every two years. In Pennsyl-
vania’s 14th Congressional District, which 
contains Pittsburgh, pesto is once again 
running unopposed.

And there you have it: bread, meat, top-
pings, and spread. The makings of a great 
nation. Erm, sandwich.

Your political correspondent hopes 
you enjoyed this break from the unending 
torrent of presidential election commen-
tary. Even as an avid watcher of politics, 
he understands that most people find it 
depressing, even nauseating, especially 
when it’s the only thing anyone is talking 
about. If you do feel that way, here is his 
advice: the next time you get sick of hear-
ing about this election, just go to the polls 
and make yourself a nice sandwich in-
stead.

Join
readme 

We need funny writers, non-funny writers, 
photomanipulation artists, and freshmen!

Meetings @  
4:30 pm Fridays

in UC 316
Email rin@cmu.edu

for more information

Election Night 
Drinking 
Game

Mark Saporta,
Politicoholic

Eds. note: readme is not responsible for 
any illness or injury that may result from 
actually doing this. Play drinking games 
published in satirical newspapers at your 
own risk.

1. For each state Trump wins, take shots 
equal to that state’s electoral college votes, 
divided by 10, times the most recent 
decimal probability that Clinton wins that 
state on FiveThirtyEight. (ex: Ohio has 18 
electoral votes, and Clinton has roughly 
a 50% chance of winning it, so if Trump 
wins Ohio, take (18/10) * 0.5 = .9 shots)
    1a. Disregard any states which by this                     
calculation would merit less than a quar-
ter of a shot under a Trump victory. 
2. Any time Clinton wins any of the 
following traditionally red states: Alaska, 
Arizona, Georgia, Missouri, South Carolina, 
Texas, or Utah, there is a 5-minute morato-
rium on drinking.
3. If Evan McMullin wins Utah, no further 
drinking is allowed for the rest of the 
night.
    3a. If Evan McMullin wins the Presiden-
cy, no further drinking is allowed ever.
4. If Trump passes 270 electoral votes, 
take a shot if you’re registered as an inde-
pendent, two shots if you’re a Democrat, 
and three shots if you’re a Republican. 
    4a. Anybody who voted for John Kasich 
in the primary is exempt from this condi-
tion.
5. If Clinton passes 270 electoral votes, 
immediately drink at least a pint of water 
and have something to eat.
6. If the election goes to the House, drink 
as much alcohol as you can as quickly as 
you can. You’ll need it. We all will.

This Article is About Making 
Sandwiches, Not the 2016 
Presidential Election
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Going-Ons The Pictures
KGB: Improv Night
Friday, November 4 @ 7pm
PH A18

AB Underground: Mr FijiWiji
Friday, November 4 @ 7pm
The Underground

Democracy!
Tuesday, November 8

KGB: Capture the Flag with Stuff!
Friday, November 11 @ 7pm
DH 2315

The Originals: Vertigo
Friday, November 11 @ 8pm
UC Rangos

AB: ILoveMakonnen with K.Flay
Saturday, November 12 @ 7pm
Wiegand Gym

If you would like your event here,
email the editor at rin@cmu.edu!

Suicide Squad
Friday, November 4 @ 8pm, 10:30pm
Sunday, November 6 @ 8pm

The Rocky Horror Picture Show (with S’n’S)
Friday, November 5 @ 8pm, midnight

Swiss Army Man
Friday, November 11 @ 8pm, 10pm
Sunday, November 13 @ 8pm

      Editing and Writing Staff - 

    Waffles:  Rin Fair, Mark Saporta, and Spencer Early

     Pancakes:   Ben Kaplan, Céline Delaunay, Janine Louie, Apratim Vidyarthi, Michael Quinn, Skye Toor, Nick Rouen, and introducing Daniel Bork

     What is readme?   Well it’s funny. And free. 

     Who makes it?   readme is printed by the Activities Board, sponsored by your student activities fees.

     Where do I get it?   readme is left in stacks around campus.

     How do I help?   Email rin@cmu.edu. We need writers, photoshoppers, copy staff, layout designers, and jobs. 
     And remember: shallow forgetfulness beats deep learning any day of the week
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Films are shown in CUC McConomy Auditorium 
presented on our 4K Digital Cinema Projector. 
Tickets are free w/CMU ID ($3 without), and are 
available 30min before each showtime outside 
McConomy.


